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Abstract: The micro grid conception permits small distributed energy resources (DERs) to act during a coordinated
manner to produce a necessary quantity of active power and supportive service once needed. This paper proposes an
approach of coordinated and integrated management of solar PV generators with the most power point following
(MPPT) management and battery storage management to produce voltage and frequency (V-f) support to an islanded
small grid. Also, active and nonnative/reactive power (P-Q) management with star PV, MPPT and battery storage is
projected for the grid connected mode. The management ways show effective coordination between electrical converter
V-f (or P-Q) management, MPPT management, and energy storage charging and discharging management. The
penetration of PV systems as distributed generators in low-voltage grids has also seen significant attention. In addition,
the need for higher overall grid efficiency and reliability has boosted the interest in the - concept. High-efficiency PVbased micro-grids require maximum power point tracking (MPPT) controllers to maximize the harvested energy due to
the nonlinearity in PV module characteristics The paper additionally shows a good coordination among taking part
small resources whereas considering the case of fixing irradiance and battery state of charge (SOC) constraint. The
simulation studies area unit dispensed with the IEEE 13-bus feeder check system in grid connected and islanded small
grid modes. The results clearly verify the effectiveness of projected management strategies. The MPPT of a
Photovoltaic System for Micro Grid operation is successfully designed and simulated by using MATLAB/Simulink
Software in this paper.
Keywords: Photovoltaic (PV) System, Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT), Maximum Power Point(MPP),
Incremental Active and Reactive Power management, Distributed Energy Resource (DER), Distributed Generation
(DG), Voltage and Frequency Control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Renewable energy is currently widely used. One of these
resources is solar energy. The photovoltaic (PV) array
normally uses a maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
technique to continuously deliver the highest power to the
load when there are variations in irradiation and
temperature. Renewable or non-conventional electricity
generators employed in DG systems or Micro grids are
known as distributed energy resources (DERs) or micro
sources. The micro grid is a collection of distributed
generators or micro resources, energy storage devices, and
loads which operate as a single and independent
controllable system capable of providing both power and
heat to the area of service .The fast depletion of fossil fuel
reserves and environmental concerns have provided
greater incentive to integrate renewable energy based
DERs like solar, wind and biomass in modern power
systems. Renewable energy is currently widely used. One
of these resources is solar energy. The photovoltaic (PV)
array normally uses a maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) technique to continuously deliver the highest
power to the load when there are variations in irradiation
and temperature. Renewable or non-conventional
electricity generators employed in DG systems or Micro
grids are known as distributed energy resources (DERs) or
Copyright to IARJSET

micro sources. The micro grid is a collection of distributed
generators or micro resources, energy storage devices, and
loads which operate as a single and independent
controllable system capable of providing both power and
heat to the area of service. In a micro grid, the micro
sources and storage devices are connected to the feeders
through the Micro source controllers (MCs) and the
coordination among the micro sources is carried out by the
central controller (CC). The micro grid is connected to the
medium voltage level utility grid at the point of common
coupling (PCC) through the circuit breakers. When a
micro grid is connected to the grid, the operational control
of voltage and frequency is done entirely by the grid;
however, a micro grid still supplies the critical loads at
PCC, thus, acting as a PQ bus. In islanded condition, a
micro grid has to operate on its own, independent of the
grid, to control the voltage and frequency of the micro grid
and hence, acts like a PV (power-voltage) bus. The
operation and management in both the modes is controlled
and coordinated with the help of micro source controllers
(MCs) at the local level and central controller (CCs) at the
global level. Similar to the traditional synchronous
generator frequency control , the micro grid voltage and
frequency control can also be performed using droop
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control methods. This paper proposes several control
algorithms through which the capability of PV generators
for voltage and frequency (V-f) control and active and
nonnative/reactive power (P-Q) control in islanded and
grid connected micro grids could be harnessed. The major
contribution and novelty of the proposed control methods
lie in the coordination among individual proposed control
methods: MPPT control at the PV side, battery control,
and V-f/P-Q control algorithm at the inverter side. These
three control algorithms at three stages are jointly linked
through a power balance objective at the DC and AC side
of the inverter so that the DC side voltage is indirectly
controlled at the desired value in order to maintain the AC
side voltage at the utility desired voltage. Also, the
proposed control methods have the capability of Handling
battery state of charge (SOC) constraints through the
coordination of controls between participating micro
resources in the micro grid. This is a very important
contribution from this work as compared to other
literatures in this area. At the same time, the controls can
seamlessly transform from one mode e.g., inverter P-Q
control in grid connected mode to V-f control in islanded
mode. The proposed control methods are validated with
satisfactory results.
II. MODELING OF PV CELL

q (v +IR s )

I = NP Iph − NP IS e(mkT N s ) − 1

-----(2)

Assuming NP the above equation can be rewritten as:
q (v +IR s )

I = Iph − IS e(mkT N s ) − 1

-----(3)

In particular, the cell reverse saturation current, Is, varies
with temperature according to the following equation as:
IS = IS(T 1) ∗
IS(T 1) =
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The photo currentIph , depends on the solar radiation (S)
and the temperature (T) according to the following
equation as:
Iph = Iph T 1 (1 + K 0 T − T1 ) -------(6)
Iph T 1 = S ∗ ISC T 1 ,norm /Snorm --------(7)
Where
K 0 = (IS(T 2) − IS(T 1) )/(T2 − T1 )------(8)
The series resistance of the cell is given as
dV
I
RS =
−
--------- (9)
dI voc

XV

Where XV =I0(T 1) ∗ q/mKT1 *(eqvoc (T 1 )/mK T 1 -----(10)
The PV power, P, is then calculated as follows
q (v +IR s )

The model of the solar PV cell can be realized by an P = NP Iph V − NP IS V e(mkT N s ) − 1 = VI -----(11)
equivalent circuit that consists of a current source in
parallel with a diode as shown in figure. 1 for ideal model
where
Rs, Rp and C components can be neglected
V - output voltage of PV module,
I - output current of PV module,
Rs - series resistance of cell (Ω)
Rsh - shunt resistance of cell (Ω)
q - electronic charge (1.602 *10-19 C),
Isc - light-generated current,
K - Boltzman constant (1.38 * 10-23 J/k),
Tk - temperature (K), ns number of PV cells connected in
series,
Np - number of PV cells connected in parallel,
Io - reverse saturation current which depends on the
ambient temperature
Fig. 1 Equivalent circuit diagram of a solar PV cell
m - diode factor (usually between 1 and 2);
The diode is the one which determines the current-voltage ns: number of PV cell in series
characteristic of the cell. The output of the current source np: number of PV cell in parallel
is directly proportional to the light falling on the cell. The
open circuit voltage increases logarithmically according to Using these fundamental equations and parameters from
the Shockley equation which describes the interdependent the data sheet, the PV model is developed and verified
of current and voltage in a solar cell. An equation that with the panel data sheet. The I-V characteristics of
irradiance levels at the cell
represents I -V characteristics of a solar array is given by KC200GT for different
temperature of 250C and varying cell temperature for a
the following mathematical equation as
constant irradiance level of 1000 W/m2 as obtained from
q (v +IR s )
the simulation are shown in Figures 2(a) and (b),
V+IR s
I = Iph − Is e mkT − 1 − [
]----(1)
respectively. The similarities of the I-V curves for
Rp
different conditions with the corresponding curves in the
Equation (1) is used in computer simulations to obtain the KC200GT panel datasheet prove the validity of the
output characteristics of a solar cell. To simulate the developed solar panel model. The parameters of the PV
selected PV array, a PV mathematical model having NP panel under study are shown in Table 1. The specifications
2
cells in parallel and Ns cells in series is used according to of 0the selected PV panel Parameters at 1000 W/M and
25 C is shown in Table 1
the following equation (neglecting shunt resistance):
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Kyocera KC200GT
VMPP
26.3 V
IMPP
7.61 A
VSC
32.90 V
ISC
8.21 A
PMPP
200.0 W
Table 1: Specifications of the PV panel
Model

system. According to the instantaneous power definitions
for a balanced three-phase system consider Vt (t) and Vc (t)
denote the instantaneousPCC voltage and the inverter
output voltage (harmonics neglected) respectively,then
theaverage power of the PV denoted as P(t), the apparent
power S(t) and the average reactive power Q(t) of the PV
are as given by eqs.(12)-(14).
P t =

2 t
T
T t−2

Vt T iC T dt =

S t = Vt t IC t =
V t (t)
Vt t 2 + VC t
ωL C

Q t =
V t (t)
ωL C

2

V t (t)V C (t)
W LC

sin α --- (12)

− 2Vt t VC t cos α

----(13)

S 2 t − P 2 (t) =

VC t cos α − Vt t --------(14)

Here, α is the phase angle of VC (t) relative to the PCC
Fig. 2. The I-V characteristics of Kyocera KC200GT from
voltage. P (t) and Q (t) in (12) and (14) can be
simulation with (a) varying irradiance at a cell temperature
approximated by the first terms of the Taylor series if the
0
2
of 25 C (b) varying cell temperature at 1000W/m .
angle α is small, as shown in (15) and (16):
The PV system under study for the proposed V-f and P-Q
V t (t)V C (t)
control has 125 strings with each string having 4 series P t ≈ W L C α -------------(15)
connected panels. The Maximum Power Point (MPP) for a
single panel of KC200GT at 1000 W/m2 and 250C (STC) Q t ≈ V t (t) V t − V t --------------(16)
t
C
ωL C
is 200 W. Hence, the maximum power of the PV generator
at STC is 125 X 4 X 200 =100kW. But the MPP varies
according to the change in irradiance level and cell
temperature.
III. PV SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION
A. PV SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Figure 3 shows the PV system configuration for V-f and
P-Q control with PV operating at MPP including the
battery storage backup. It is a two-stage configuration
where a DC-DC boost converter is used for MPPT control.
The system also considers a battery back-up in case of
emergencies while maintaining the voltage and frequency
of the micro-grid or while trying to supply the critical
loads. A battery is connected in parallel to the PV to inject
or absorb active power through a bidirectional DC-DC
converter. When the battery is absorbing power, the
converter operates in the buck mode and when battery is
injecting power to the grid, it operates in the boost mode.
The operation mode is maintained through the control
signal provided to the converter switches. The PV system
is connected to the grid through a coupling inductorLC .
The coupling inductor filters out the ripples in the PV
output current. The connection point is called the point of
common coupling (PCC) and the PCC voltage is denoted
asVc (t). The rest of thesystem in Fig. 3 denotes the IEEE
13-bus distribution feeder which is simplified as a
substation with the feeder equivalent impedance, R+jwLs .
The PV source is connected to the DC link of the inverter
with a capacitorCdc . The PV is the active power source,
and thecapacitor is the reactive power source of the PV
Copyright to IARJSET

Fig. 3 System configuration of V-f control with solar PV
generator operating at MPPT with a battery storage
system.
B. BATTERY MODELING
In this paper, the battery model is taken from the
MATLAB SimPower Systems library with appropriate
parameters which will be used for the proposed V-f and PQ controls. It is assumed that the lead acid battery can be
discharged up to SOC of 20% and can be charged up to
SOC of 80%. The battery model is an analytical model
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with two equations representing the battery discharge and
IV. MPPT AND BATTERY INTEGRATED V-F
charge models. The battery discharge and charge model
CONTROL METHOD
for a lead acid battery is given by equations. (17) and (18),
respectively.
The MPPT and battery integrated V-f control diagrams are
shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The control
Q
VBatt = V0 − R. i − K
it + t ∗ + Exp(t)
----(17) comprises of one loop for MPPT control, two different
Q−it
loops for V-f control at the inverter side and another loop
for battery power management. The loop 1 in Fig. 5 is a
Q
Q
VBatt = V0 − R. i − K
i∗ − K
. it + Exp(t) --- MPPT control. The actual PV power output, PPV is
it −0.1Q
Q−it
compared with the MPP reference, PMPPref from the lookup
--------- (18)
table 1 of irradiance versus MPP and this error is fed to a
Where VBatt is the battery voltage (V), V0 is the battery PI controller, PI1 which outputs the duty cycle δ* for the
constant voltage (V), K is polarization constant (V/Ah) or DC-DC boosterso that the array always operates at the
Polarization resistance Q is battery capacity (Ah), referenced point by changing this duty cycle. The equation
it = i dt battery charge (Ah), A is exponential zone for this control loop is given by eq. (19). Here, Kp1 and
amplitude (V),B is exponential zone time constant inverse Ki1 are the controller proportional and integral gains
(Ah ), R is the internal resistance is battery current (A), i respectively for this control loop.
and is filtered current (A).The size of the battery is
t
selected to provide a maximum backup power to δ∗ = K p1 ∗ PMPPref − PPV + K i1 ∗ 0 PMPPref − PPV dt
compensate for the PV generation in the case of a very ---------- (19)
small or no irradiance level. In this work, the MPP of PV
generator at STC is 100 kW. Hence, the battery is chosen Another feedback PI controller is used for voltage control
to provide of power for a maximum of 1 hour with an at AC side. As shown in the control diagram in Fig. 5
energy content of 100 kWh. The battery backup is (loop 2), the PCC voltage is measured and the rms value
considered for short duration applications like frequency of is Vt (t) calculated. Then, the rms value Vt (t) is
control and supplying power to critical loads in the event compared to a voltage reference Vt∗ (t)whichcould be a
of emergency situations One hour of battery backup is voltage specified by the utility, and the error is fed to a PI
considered to be enough for other backup generators to controller. The inverter output voltageVC t ∗ is controlled
take over the controls in the micro-grid emergency so that it is inphase with the PCC voltage, and the
situations.
magnitude of the inverter output voltage is controlled so
that the PCC voltage is regulated at a given levelVt∗ (t).
C. DESCRIPTION OF IEEE 13-BUS DISTRIBUTION The control scheme can be specifically expressed as eq.
FEEDER
(20).
The diagram of the IEEE 13-bus distribution test system is
∗
shown in Figure 4. It consists of a substation, 13 buses or VC1
t =
t
nodes, 11 line sections, and 8 loads. The loads comprise of
V t 1 + K P2 Vt∗ t − Vt (t) + K I2 0 Vt∗ t −
a combination of constant impedance, constant current, t
and constant power (ZIP) loads but most of them are Vttdt ---- (20)
constant power loads. The substation is at 115 kV and it is
stepped down to 4.16 kV by a distribution WhereK P2 andK I2 are the controller gains for this loop.
transformer(T1). There is one more transformer (T2) In (20), 1 has been added to the right-hand side such that
which steps down 4.16 kV to 480 V. In the grid connected when there is no injection from the PV generator, the PV
mode, the substation located at Bus 650 at 115 kV level is output voltage is exactly the same as the terminal voltage.
considered as a source. In an islanded micro-grid case, a The frequency control is carried out by controlling the
diesel generator connected at the same bus supplies the active power output at the inverter side as shown in the
micro-grid with a fixed amount of active power as outermost loop3. The referenced micro-grid frequency of
referenced by the central controller (CC) of the micro-grid. 60 Hz is compared with the measured value and this error
is fed to the PI controllerPI3 that provides the phase shift
contributionα1∗ which shiftsthe voltage waveform in
timescale such that the active powerinjected will be
enough to maintain the frequency at 60 Hz nominal value.
The equation for this control is given by (21).
α1∗ = K P3 fref − fmeasured
-------- (21)

Fig 4. IEEE-13 bus distribution feeder
Copyright to IARJSET

+ K I3

t
0

fref − fmeasured

dt

There is another controller PI4 used in the same loop 3.
Thiscontroller maintains active power balance between the
AC andDC sides of the inverter. The reference signal for
PI4 is obtained from the dynamically changing active
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power injection from the inverter at the AC side as
determined by the output of PI3 . Themeasured AC side
active powerPACmeasured is multiplied by afactor of 1.02
considering the efficiency of inverter as 98% such that the
DC side active power is 102% of the AC side active
power. The DC side active power is compared with this
value of AC side power and the error is fed to PI4 to obtain
the phaseshift contribution from this loop as α∗2 . The
equation for this control is given by (22).
α∗2 = K P4 1.02 ∗ PAC − PDC + K I4
PDCdt --------(22)

t
0

1.02 ∗ PAC −

The phase shift contributions from DC and AC sides,α1∗
andα∗2 are then averaged as given by (23) to obtain the final
phase shift, α∗ of the voltage waveform, VC1∗ which, then,
generatesthe voltage reference signalVC∗ for the inverter
PWM.
α∗ = α1∗ + α2∗

S ∗ = K P5 PBattref − PBatt + K I5
…….. (24)

t
0

PBattref − PBatt dt

One more step is considered to differentiate the charging
and discharging mode of the battery. This is undertaken by
comparing PPV withPinverter . If PPV >= Pinverter , the
battery isin charging mode, hence, the signal obtained
from the PWM,S ∗ and the result of this comparison is
passed through a logicalAND to generate a switching
signal which activate the Buck mode of the DC-DC
converter. If the condition PPV >= Pinver ter is false,
(i.e., PPV < Pinverter ), the opposite of thissignal andS ∗ is
passed through a logical AND to generate aswitching
signal which activates the Boost mode of the DC-DC
converter. Hence, with this control logic, the converter is
capable of operating in both directions and therefore,
effectively charging and discharging the battery whenever
required.

2 -------------- (23)

Here, the reason behind considering phase shift
contributions from both DC and AC side active power is
to control the DC side voltage and achieve the desired
value. By making α1∗ andα∗2 close in range through the
controller gains, it can be assured that the active power at
the DC and AC sides is balanced. This, coupled with the
voltage control loop, assures that the DC side voltage is
maintained at the value desired by the AC side voltage.
The controls shown in the diagram of Figure 5 and
described above are also integrated with the battery power
control shown in Figure 6. The battery is incorporated in
the PV system configuration in order to supply or absorb
active power and support the frequency control objective
with the PV generator.
If there is abundant solar power and the active power
required for frequency control is less than PV MPP, then
the battery will be charged. If there is not enough solar
power available and if the active power required for
frequency control is more than PVMPP, then the battery
will supply the deficit power in order to maintain the Fig. 5 Integrated Solar PV MPPT and V-f control diagram.
micro-grid frequency at 60 Hz. Hence, the control method
for the battery charge/discharge that depends on this
requirement is developed as shown in Figure 6. It also
shows the selection of charge and discharge modes which
handle the battery SOC constraint and will be described
later in the Part B of this section. In Figure 6, the reference
power to the batteryPBattref is generateddynamically by
subtracting
the
inverter
active
power
injection,Pinv erter from the power generated by PV, PPV .
The controller comprised of a PI controller, PI5 which
receives theerror signal obtained after subtracting the
actual
battery
power,PBatt from
the
battery
reference,PBattref . The signal obtained from PI5 is then
compared with a triangular waveform of unity magnitude
to generate the signal,S ∗ . This is similar to commonPulse
Width Modulation (PWM) in inverter controls.
K P5 andK I5 are the proportional and integral gains
respectively. The equation for this control is given by (24).
Fig. 6 Battery power control diagram.
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section presents the simulation results obtained with
applications of the proposed control methods to the IEEE
13-bus distribution feeder. First, the results obtained from
the coordinated V-f control are presented which is
followed by the results from the coordinated P-Q control.
In grid connected mode, the distribution feeder is
considered to be supplied by a central generator with a
substation at Bus 650 at 115 kV level and a PV generator
at Bus 632. Hence, in an islanded case, the distribution
feeder is supplied by a diesel Generator and a PV
connected at Buses 650 and 632, respectively. The
Simulink diagram of the MPPT integrated with Battery of
a Photovoltaic System for Micro Grid operation is shown
in Figure 7.

the required 80 kW to the micro-grid. This is evident from
Figure 8(h) which shows the active power from the PV,
the battery, and the inverter, respectively, for both cases.
In Case 1, solar irradiance is abundant at 1000 W/m2 and
hence, the PV generates the maximum power of 100 kW
which is more than is required to maintain the micro-grid
frequency. The surplus 20 kW is used to charge the
battery. The negative sign in battery power means that it is
a charging phase, i.e., the battery absorbs power is shown
in Figure 8(h).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7 The Simulink diagram of the MPPT integrated with
Battery of a Photovoltaic System for Micro Grid operation
For the demonstration of the V-f control algorithm, two
different irradiance cases are considered: Case 1 with
irradiance 1000 W/m2and Case 2 with 750 W/m2. The PI
controller gain parameters for Case 1 are given in Table 2.
The controller gains should be adjusted slightly for the
change in irradiance. While moving from the grid
connected to micro-grid mode, the diesel generator is
controlled to generate a fixed amount of active power
according to the command from the central controller. The
diesel generator produces a fixed amount of 1.25 MW
throughout the simulation period as shown in Figure8(a).
It also shows the reactive power generated from the diesel
generator. In the islanded mode, the active power
generated by the diesel generator is not enough to fulfill
the power demand of the micro-grid. Figures 8(b) and 8(c)
shows the microgrid frequency which initially dips to a
value of 57.8 Hz due to the load-generation imbalance.
The frequency control from the PV generator starts at 0.1
sec which quickly regulates the frequency back to 60 Hz
in 0.2sec. Figures 8(d) and 8(e) shows the plot of the PCC
voltage in p.u. It can be observed that voltage is also
quickly regulated at 1 p.u. after the control is started.
Figures 8(f) and 8(g) shows the active and reactive power
injection from the PV inverter which regulates the
frequency and voltage of the micro-grid. The active power
injection from the inverter, which is required to maintain
the frequency at 60 Hz in both cases, is around 80 kW.
However, there is a difference in the share of the PV
generator and the battery energy storage while providing
Copyright to IARJSET
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